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Abstract : Dynamic nature of Internet requires robust and flexible Information mining systems. Search engines 
are commanding tools to get helpful information that is scattered on the Web. Search engines these days are praise 
worthy for their speed and information retrieval. Still most prominent search engines give not very useful result 
pages as answer to the user query. When information for a particular topic set is required focused crawling is used. 
What follows here is a review of existing challenges in information retrieval and focused crawling. This work is an 
attempt to investigate different web crawlers and their types. On the basis of literature reviewed, different techniques 
and methodologies adopted in focused crawling are explored.  This paper is wrapped up with a foretell of what we 
assume are the quick next steps in focused crawling
Keywords: Information retrieval, Search engines, Focused crawler, Web crawlers.

1. INTRODUCTION 
Information retrieval system (IR) is characterized as the discipline of discovering significant records instead 
of straight forward matches to examples in a question. The basic viewpoint of IR lies in the relevance of 
results surveyed with respect to the needed information. The task of information retrieval is discovering records 
portrayed by an unstructured nature that fulfil a data need from vast accumulations, put away on PC’s. Data 
is structured in case of Extensible Markup Language (XML) and relational databases which retrieves data by 
satisfying some conditions expressed through query language. Besides, returned results are only exact matches. 
A web crawler must discover and channel the most pertinent data coordinating a user query, and afterward 
exhibit that data in a way that makes the data most promptly satisfactory to the client 5. 

Challenges of web information retrieval include :
1. Maintaining the freshness and completeness of the index, excluding noisy and incomplete data from 

search results. User feedback, duplicate detection and improving the query language 6.

2. Processing of large data in less time 33.

3. Providing automation and reducing human help 33, 53.
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1.1. Search Engine
The term web search engine can be referred to as some sort of inquiry record, a tremendous database with data 
from individual web destinations. Modern search engines are asynchronous, centralized, massive in size and 
dynamic in nature 66.

1.2.	 Classification	of	Search	Engines	Search	

1.2.1. Primary Search Engines
A primary search engines like Google, Yahoo and MSN try to index all possible web sites on the web. Each 
primary search engine is different from others and has its own crawler to list the web pages 42, 48. Google is 
distributed in nature and use multiple computers for crawling web pages 87. It is crawler based search engine 
that automatically create their listings to crawl the web, people search through the listing gathered 50. Google’s 
crawler is Google bot 14.

1.2.2. Secondary Search Engines
Unlike primary search engines, goal of secondary search engines cover smaller audiences. These are helpful for 
searches that are narrowly focused. Secondary search engines are different in the way they rank search results 
using keywords, back links and Meta tags etc 46.

1.2.3. Focused or Topical Search Engines
Topical web search engines are engaged towards a particular topic, like sports or medicine. CitySearch and 
MusicSearch are examples of focused search engines. The motive behind using focused crawler is to search 
web pages that are suitable to a pre-considered arrangement of topics. It spiders only pertinent areas of the 
world wide web and save resources 44. Whenever update in web page is taken place, these search engines sooner 
or later find these updates, and these changes affect the ranking of page. Due to dynamic nature of WWW 
accessing the information is difficult. Search engines depend on their crawlers to search the web pages. Building 
a crawler requires user’s actions of browsing to be imitated 72. Web spider collect web pages automatically by 
exploring the hyperlinks in the web pages. Web is growing at rapid growth so general purpose crawler faces 
many challenges.  One of the major challenges is how to get information in precise and timely manner, to crawl 
all the web pages and index them. Powerful search engine such as Google has become synonym for search, it 
crawls and index millions of web pages every day. In 1998 when first time Google was indexed, it indexed 26 
million pages. The size of World Wide Web (WWW) that is indexed is at least 4.75 billion pages.  Estimated 
size of Google’s index is more than 50 million pages. Keeping the index fresh is the major problem for search 
engine. Even Google being a leader of search market cannot crawl every web page. For 26 million pages to 
get downloaded it took around 9 days. After the system start running smoothly it works faster, in 63 hours it 
downloads 11 million pages 14.

1.3. Challenges of Web Crawlers
Web crawlers are imperative elements which are utilized to accumulate the corpus of website pages indexed 
by the search engine. Execution of a web crawler is simple, however because of huge size of web, designing a 
crawler pose significant building difficulties. Based on the literature reviewed following are the challenges for 
web crawlers.

1. It is not possible for search engine to retrieve large collection of pages.  Due to ever-increasing size of 
WWW, crawlers have to limit their scope.  Due to resource restrictions, it is not possible to download 
all the pages so pruning techniques are used. Important pages that are relevant to a topic may miss 
due to narrow scope. Heterogeneity and inconstancy are other challenges 75, 96.
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2. Search engines are automatic in nature so they can be easily fooled by any web page to make it rank 
higher 64.

3. Frequent data refresh to frequently response to user query with fresh data 16, 17, 64.

4. Search engines download hundreds of millions of web pages, indexing these pages is still a challenge 
for search engines 6.

5. In case of personalized requirements, existing search engines are not capable to meet up all user 
requirements. Due to scarcity of complete crawl of the retrieved results, it’s hard to locate information 
due to a huge quantity of results 81.

6. Scrutinizing specific topic web pages from a huge number of search results is not easy task for any 
web user 10.

7. Query processing is one other challenge. Indexing of large number of pages is difficult; deployment 
cycles, compactness, and the update speed of index are the performance indicators for indexing 4, 6.

8. Decision for the starting URL’s for frontier is another challenge 75.

9. In any case if changes are made web page, to decide whether an updated content is relevant to the 
search topic or not is another considerable challenge 82.

10. Selection of good queries to collect data record from web databases 101.

11. Due to dynamic nature and requirement of retrieving records in very less time crawlers are needed 
to be distributed in nature 77.

In this paper we present review on generic crawlers, focused crawlers, parallel and distributed crawlers by 
defining the pros and cons of each of them with special emphasis on focused web crawlers.

2. RELATED WORK 
The term focused crawlers was coined by Soumen Chakrabarti. A new system for hypertext resource discovery 
called focused crawler whose aim was to find web pages relevant to set of topics that were pre defined. Exemplary 
documents were used for topic specification. The classifier evaluates the relevance of the hypertext document, 
and distiller identifies hypertext nodes. If a page found at the present level is not relevant, yet a few related 
pages are at a distance from it, the chance of including those pages will be effectively low 19.

To uncover data behind a particular HTML form, and to process outcomes of pages returned by a form 
submission are discussed under this technique. Error detection technique with new boundary sentence separator 
tag was used to adapt the copy detection process for set of records. This special tag is inserted during duplication 
detection. It is depth oriented crawler for content extraction. After getting data from the deep web query system 
hash value is calculated for every result and then duplication is removed. Inside result page detection of forms 
is not taken into account. Another weakness in system is computing of hash values for each sentence that leads 
to high resource requirements 56.

Crash tolerant crawler crawls several web pages per second. In case of crash, it recrawls by using a 
checkpoint. The crawling application decides which page is to be requested on the basis of current state plus 
pages that are crawled earlier and issue a stream of URL’s to the crawling system. Then system downloads the 
web pages and sends the URL’s for scrutiny and storage of crawling application 92.

Hidden Web Exposer is a significant technique for spidering the hidden web. Layout based information 
extraction technique is used. Depth orientation for content extraction and text similarity to match fields and 
attributes of domain is being used.  This approach ignores the forms which have less than three attributes and 
significant human input is needed so performance is highly dependable on the quality of input data 82.
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Hierarchical database sampling based algorithm receives information from the search engines to get 
document frequencies for some words. Information of document frequency is a part of the database description 
to assemble a hierarchical structure for databases. Hierarchical structure with extra information retrieved better 
retrieval performance but did not clearly weigh up resource selection performance. This approach does not 
consider flat query classification 44.

Myspiders in is a multi agent based crawler deployed on a public web server intended to browse adaptively 
on behalf of the user. It is appropriate as search refinement tool, which aid web user from manually browsing 
when the significant fresh pages might not have been listed. It is beneficial as personalized background search 
and notification tool 76.

A graph-oriented knowledge representation for focused crawling has incorporated a definition of the 
knowledge structure, its lexical representation and relevance computation strategies.  This approach is a 
combination of focused crawling and concept of ontologies. Entity reference, background knowledge and score 
summarization are collectively used for computing final relevance score.  Ontologies can be combined with 
context graphs to produce even better results 31.

In probabilistic model for intelligent web crawlers, numbers of outgoing URL’s of web page are modelled 
by identical and independent distributed random variables. Markov chain model dynamically locate a related 
page on web. Defining probability as a parameter for crawler confidence deals with distribution of search 
query. Breadth-first search is used to find web pages that are relevant to a user query. Impact of computational 
capability and bandwidth is ignored 60.

Neuro dynamic programming based focused crawler named as Yet Another Focused Crawler learn function 
value to reach relevant web page. For this, combination of temporal difference learning algorithm with neural 
network is used. Neural network is fully connected with one layer of sigmoid hidden units. Convergence of td 
(λ) is demonstrated for linear networks and linearly independent input pattern set only. The algorithm may not 
even converge to locally optimal solution 85.     

Focused crawler named as wHunter is based on incremental multi strategy learning. wHunter implied both 
support vector machines (SVM) and naïve bayes classifier. The use of both SVM and Naïve bayes leads to high 
efficiency using online incremental learning 43.

For topical crawling in business intelligence, crawlers are divided into breadth first search, naïve best first 
crawler, data object model based crawler and hub seeking crawler. Hub seeking crawler outperforms breadth 
first search crawler by harvesting more relevant pages than any other crawler 67.

Study has explored a design of parallel spiders as a multi-agent system to investigate redundant pages to 
minimize cost. With distributed environment taken into account crawler agents harmonize their information 
collection actions, to avoid redundancy caused by parallelization. Multi-agent platform is used where results 
uncovers its cooperativeness to enhance the search performance within suitable efficiency cost 61. 

Heritrix aimed to provide a good general platform for web crawling. This crawler is world’s first open 
source, extensible, archival-quality web crawler. HTTP Get request is used to download only regular pages, 
excluding forms that can be accessible through Web forms. From one site to another site there is no variation in 
crawling process, so system face resource loss due to its blind behaviour 93.

 Igloog is a grid based crawler. Information service is responsible for gathering the information about 
resource allocation of URL’s to generate good load parity for crawlers. Igloog deals with web page downloaded 
on large-scale. Multiple crawlers can run on one node. The bandwidth and computing capability of node decide 
the number of crawlers included. The semantic vectors of URL’s are computed with Latent Semantic Indexing 
(LSI). IglooG when scaled to the whole web can retrieve tens of millions of web documents 58.
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LS crawler performs web page search on the semantic basis. Relevancy of documents is determined 
prior to downloading so as to generate a depository of the documents which are most relevant. Measure of 
relationship for keyword search in the particular domain is hypertext, by considering ontology. Priority assigned 
to the URL and the pair of URL’s depends on the relevancy of the terms. The search is based on the matching 
keyword with the each term in the hyperlink 104.

A domain definition based query method in has overcome the problems of session management in 
conventional crawlers by using session object to restore the execution environment. HTML forms and anchor 
text both are used when reaching new page but systems is not fully automatic and even automatic updating is 
not available. This system is not scalable 4.

Web Miner use hierarchical agglomerative clustering to put URL’s into clusters.  Topic-wise repository is 
formed by taking into consideration the content of form and it help in creating ontology. Qualities of centralized 
and decentralized systems are combined using super peer architecture. With distributed hash table functionality 
nodes find files based on their key. Each node handles a portion of the hash space. Location-deterministic 
distributed lookup routing technique is used. There is no need of global knowledge requirement; crawler has 
properties of faster locating and load balancing 99.

Depth oriented crawler for content extraction is used in order to evaluate the query templates. Formativeness 
test is used for evaluation. This crawler efficiently navigates the search space of potential input combinations. 
Weakness of this system is that there is no concern to the efficiency of deep web crawling 63.

HAWK crawler is implemented using user-defined relevance formula and Shark-search to predict relevance 
score. Search based on content structure and link structure is combined in this architecture. Page relevance is 
improved by using content of page while link structure improves coverage. Relevance score is calculated by 
matching the crawling page with topic of search. If the calculated relevance score is higher than threshold value 
then entire child link is extracted. After downloading all relevant documents, similarity to topic and anchor text 
is computed. If similarity to topic is more than threshold value then anchor text context is computed 20.

Irobot uses both breadth first and depth first search for sitemap reconstruction (offline), and path selection 
for traversal and online crawling. From the list-of-threads, iRobot can find out those pages which are from one 
thread. Relevant pages are constantly collected in repository for indexing of web pages and data mining tasks. 
It intelligently skips invalid and redundant pages, to keep only informative ones also decrease the ratios of 
invalidation and duplication. More than one path is not allowed due to tree-like traversal path. Page structure is 
changed if its URL location is changed. Dealing with the frequent thread updating in forum is not taken place 15. 

Ajax crawler is based on finite-state models of Ajax based applications. It use breadth first search to crawl 
the Ajax application. This approach is not feedback directed. Caching of the JavaScript function calls helps 
reducing cost of the communication 30.

Study addresses an issue of choosing webpage for vertical web crawling and based on the URL rules, two-
step URL choosing strategy is proposed. Breadth-first algorithm is used to retrieve as many pages as algorithm 
can from every topic-specific site. Topic-specific web pages are named as ‘positive pages’, while others are 
negative pages. Page classifier classifies retrieved pages on the basis of positive and negative pages to spot 
a page as a topic-specific content page or a topic-specific catalogue page. URL polymerizer group the URL 
clusters with each URL class include similar URL’s 108.

Suite of query selection techniques select good queries in order to speedily harvest data records from Web 
databases. Query based crawling for databases are modelled. This method is tested on controlled local servers 
and real web structured source 102.

A focused crawler with ontology-supported website models for information agents is aim to utilizing 
ontology for website models. Domain ontology is centre technology for searching web resources that are both 
user and domain oriented. Website models that support ontology offer a semantic level solution to provide 
rapid, specific, and stable query results 103.
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Vertical crawler for Internet forum and two modes for vertical crawling have been discussed:
1.  Crawlers that run in Directional Mode.

2. The information is structured in templates file.

Downloaded information is organized according to semantics. Post information table store crawled 
information of each post. This crawler downloads post pages after list pages and analysis is saved into post 
information tables. Re-crawling is done periodically, when there is change in number of replies and views, 
updates takes place in information tables. This crawler is also appropriate for news and blog sites 35.

AKSHR is depth oriented crawler for content extraction. Interface mapper is used to unify query interfaces 
for domain calculation of revisit frequency. Duplication is avoided using mapping knowledge base. Mapping 
knowledge base minimizes the mapping effort. Indexing technique is not specified and performance is defined 
for crawling only. Efficiency of merging procedures and schema matching over variety of query interfaces has 
not been quantified 12.

The Intelligent crawler solves the problem of finding relevant pages by downloading pages before crawling 
begins. Semantic content of the URL is based on the domain dependent ontology, which in turn support the 
metric that is used for prioritizing the URL queue. For estimating relevancy of the links in page, knowledge 
path plays important role. To filter the URL’s in the frontier, semantic nature of URL is explored. This crawler 
doesn’t need any relevance feedback. Crawling time is reduced as compared to other crawlers. Crawling rate is 
increased when ontology is introduced 25. 

The link score of web page is based on average relevancy score of home page, and division score is 
calculated. Link score on comparing with threshold value decide relevancy of the web pages. Crawler fetches 
those links having greater value of threshold. Using porter stemming algorithm words are stemmed and top 10 
words are fetched. Efficiency of crawler is combination of both maximum numbers of pages retrieved and less 
time to crawl. Crawler proposed has only concentrated on maximum retrieval of pages 40. 

Focused parallel architecture of a web crawler has used combination of click stream analysis and text 
analysis approaches for collection of URL’s in frontier. This architecture is not central coordinator based. 
Duration of all visits per web page corresponds to calculating click stream that direct to find high quality web 
page. C-procs of crawler correspond with each other to balance their results during finding of vital pages. One 
log file is accessed to compute importance of web page. Page rank and back link metrics computation can be 
used to download pages 89.  

URL distance based focused crawler algorithm is based on an experimental crawler and a focused crawler. 
To calculate the relevancy, vector space model is used. Relevancy is considered between seed page and child 
page. Child page links are extracted using link extraction tool. Experimental crawler fetch seed page, child page 
and out links of the seed page. Relevancy is calculated between seed page and all of its child pages to obtain 
topic specific pages from internet. Distance score is calculated between visited URL’s and each URL which is 
to be fetched 41. 

Inforce crawler extract information while web page crawling. Noise removal from web pages is done using 
information extraction. Crawling is batch oriented and avoids duplicity of data. Topics, comments on topics 
and their relationships are ordered in a physical file for data analysis from clean data source. Automatic pattern 
mapping is used for rules for descriptions of the mapping, and extensible style sheet language transformations 
for rule evaluation and implement extraction. Use of learning technology can enhance mapping rules 105.

Domain Specific Hidden Web Crawler automates the process of downloading the search interfaces 
and semantic mappings. The process of searching, viewing, and submission is automated. Search forms are 
submitted as per the scrutiny of the response pages. Weakness of this system is mass storage is required for 
hidden web pages and no automatic updating 11.
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 PPSpider is highly efficient, dynamically deployed web crawler for peer-to-peer based topic-specific 
crawler. Candidate seed are locally browsed web pages and are used to overcome the tunnel problems. PPSpider 
aids combined crawling process so as to adjust in the dynamic network environment and to reduce network 
communication flow among peers. Entry and exit of peers should be handled correctly because it has significant 
influence on the crawler 57. 

 Genetic programming enhances the relevance measure of web pages by focused crawler. In order to apply 
genetic programming evidence types, functions, fitness functions, genetic operators are needed to be defined. 
Fitness function ranks the documents in class; Macro FI is used as fitness function. This approach has overcome 
the problem of choosing low threshold/high threshold that result in low efficiency of crawler and loosing 
effective pages respectively by using decay concept 9. 

DCrawler is scalable, fully distributed, platform independent, task de-centralized, and multiple agents 
based crawler. Using effective assignment function DCrawler partition the domain for crawling. Effective 
assignment function enhances capability of collaborating with web servers to obtain recent and updated 
results from the search engine. Multiple agents synchronize their behaviour autonomously to scan their 
share of the web 51. 

Learning-based focused crawling approach is based on the four attributes: URL words, its anchor text, 
the parent pages, and the surrounding text. For classification Naïve Bayesian classifier is used. The accuracy of 
relevance forecast is clearly superior to related crawling methods. Dynamic update of the training dataset can 
enhance the accuracy level 84.

Probabilistic models are used for focused crawling use data collection, pattern learning and focused 
crawling processes as three tier architecture. Importance of fresh seen URL is estimated from data acquired 
from pages crawled earlier. Maximum entropy Markov model utilize anchor text to distinguish useful context, 
local classifier models, and linear chain conditional random field. Labelled page sequences are collected for 
using as training data. Initially selected target pages are used in training as well as crawling procedures. The 
presence of noise in data can hamper the results 60.

Advanced deep web crawler based on data object model deals with both dynamic and Ajax pages. Keyword 
ranking strategy is combination of three policies called random, generic and adaptive for choosing appropriate 
queries. The forms that are extracted are stored as feature sentences. This approach has considered only the 
main frame page for searching 62.

 A learning automata theory based decentralized random algorithm for focused Web crawling decide 
most favourable action from a finite set of actions. Decentralized algorithm takes benefit of learning automata 
to arrange crawl in optimal manner. First web document that is crawled include documents that connect the 
crawled document to others. This algorithm updates its configuration adaptively according to the web dynamics 
and chooses documents with probability close to one 96.

A technique called VIQI stands for visual interpretation of query interfaces has been developed to deal 
with URL’s semantics that are not rich in semantic values. To face this challenge a new model for query is 
represented which match query elements and interface of query. This approach imitates capability of users to 
understand query interfaces. Euclidean distance measures the closeness between the fields 13. 

In multithreading micro blog crawling architecture based on the model named multi-producers and 
multi-consumers model. Incremental crawling considers each user a crawling unit. With increase in number 
of crawling threads crawling speed and weighted coverage also increase. As the number of crawling threads 
exceeds 30, weighted coverage starts decreasing 91.
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Focus crawler is supervised learning based crawler which detects entry URL to a forum site. Flaws in 
Focus crawler lies in its classifier. SVMlight is weak page classifier even if it has popular voting method for 
index URL detection and thread URL detection. If half of the URL’s in the set are classified incorrectly, majority 
voting technique fails. JavaScript-based URL’s cannot be detected by Focus and it affects the precision and 
coverage factor. While in 28 unsupervised learning helps the crawler to work in uncontrolled environment of web. 
In the evaluation phase; the performance of the self-adaptive model did not completely meet set requirements 
regarding the parameters of precision and recall 47.

A selection algorithm for focused crawlers to incorporate semantic meta data evaluates the relevance 
of web page for focused web crawler. Semantic information includes domain and topic of the web page. A 
selection criterion is used to decide whether page is relevant or not, pages with high relevance are selected.  This 
algorithm has the ability to locate resources with exact level of desired similarity. Only pages from Wikipedia 
are considered while evaluating the efficiency of algorithm 100. 

Virtual machines (VM) are created by dividing multi core processors into number of virtual-machines, 
which can simultaneously carry out diverse crawling tasks on different initial data.  The speedup factor achieved 
by the VM-based crawler is estimated and compared with crawler without virtualization, for crawling various 
numbers of documents. The effect of number of virtual machines on the speedup factor is investigated 3.

 Retri blog framework is used for creating blogs with an architecture centered approach with information 
retrieval in blogs. Techniques are used from both information retrieval and extraction to handle dynamic nature 
of blog. Using services provided by Retri blog developers can easily create new crawlers. Any developer who 
is aquitained with design patterns can easily understand the Retri blog code 34.

Focused crawling based on history of web pages is clicked by user. User’s history helps in constructing 
link context graph and relevancy context graph. Concept context graph consist of core concept mining and 
helps the crawler to guide the next crawling. Results proved that this approach outperforms breadth first, cosine 
similarity, the link context graph and the relevancy context graph 29.

Focused crawler has made use of semantic knowledge and social information with aim of finding relevant 
resources related to a topic. This model crawl the web pages from the site that considered the tags tagged by 
the users of the site. Social and semantic information is used by crawler to retrieve web pages that are tagged. 
Area of crawling is chosen from bookmarks site or from portal of resources been tagged. Tagged resources can 
be evidence for their inside content. Human cognition based patterns are utilized to discover the pages of users 
who have bookmarked web resources with the semantically relevant tags 10. 

Singular Value Decomposition technique is used in latent semantic indexing. This model mines the 
reasonable substance of a collection of content by searching for connections between the content’s terms. 
For the most part information is retrieved by taking into account exact matching of term in query with term 
in record 68. While Pseudo-relevance feedback is used to compile queries iteratively and collect seeds in 
the search results 98.

   A framework of distributed focused crawler is based on ontologies to direct the process of crawling 
to those segments of the web where relevant web pages are located. To select the initial pages external page 
ranking and breadth first strategy is used. Page ranker of the system use ontology to focus the crawling to 
specific domain. This parallel architecture proves that collective use of header, anchor, and surrounding text is 
more appropriate for link ranking than the use of the URL text or the full page 18.

 An effective parallel web crawling by means of mobile agent and incremental crawling submit good 
pages and lessens the traffic on the system. The crawling process is transferred to host or server to commence 
downloading of web page. This crawler follows the technique of sifting through those HTML pages which have 
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not been indexed during last crawl. In this way the remote site consume very less CPU cycles. Near duplicate 
detection feature help crawler by reducing unwanted downloads which improve the performance. Revisit policy 
infer updating activity for web pages 49.  

HiCrawl is a domain oriented hidden web crawler. It crawl ‘Medical’ domain related sites. It consists of 
a downloader, a web page analyzer, a form analyzer and the form processor that uses a domain specific data 
repository and a domain specific classification hierarchy. System starts with a set of URL’s that provide links to 
web pages belonging to the domain of consideration of the HiCrawl 39.

A fast distributed focused web crawler use publicly available proxy servers. This focused web crawler 
implement multi-threading distributed system in wide area network to overcome the problems of cost of 
implementing distributed crawler in wide area networks. In local area network only one global internet protocol 
address is used due to which it is misunderstood as impolite crawler. The crawler has implemented multithreaded 
programming which uses only one computer to run many crawlers. Multithreaded crawler have centralized 
controller and easier to maintain. Downloading speed of crawler decreases by time 1.

 Semantic based focused web crawler which adds precision to web crawler. It saves the bandwidth 
because as focused web crawler predicts similarity before downloading the page. The accuracy of framework 
is promising. Not any link is discarded at once by considering it is as irrelevant, as these links are further 
considered to check whether links present on them are relevant or not. The search is ended after checking new 
irrelevant links if they do not lead to any relevant links 26.

 The focused crawler based on ontology dependent tags makes the search extra detailed by increasing the 
search topic semantically. Manually tagged and semi-automatically tagged resource relevancy is compared to 
evaluate the harvest rate. The method is implemented on single area of social bookmarking site however this 
practice can be improved to multiple social bookmarking sites to build up all the tags from various sites 36.

For focused crawling in vertical search engine, Term Frequency-Topic Unbalanced Factor term (TF-TUF) 
weighting schema is used to convert the webpage into item vector, then formula of prediction method based 
on Naïve Bayes is used. TF/TUF assumed that the  document term that are occurring multiple times  are more 
important, short  documents are  important than long  documents for the  term matching; the unstable terms   
have  judicious control to  the term and contributes to calculate the topic significance 106.

The learning part of crawler detects several URL’s and forms regular expressions based on that. The 
crawling part does the crawling of the web forum using these learned regular expressions. Gaussian kernel gives 
better results in terms of accuracy and convergence time.  A new feature HasReplyBtn is added to the list of 
features used for index/thread page classification.  A freshness first strategy is used for crawling 94.

A linked data crawler fetches HTML documents in addition to resource description framework (RDF) 
documents.  Many HTML documents don’t have embedded linked data that is not pointed to any RDF 
documents. Linked crawler increases discovery rate of RDF documents per unit of network bandwidth and 
decreases computation resources on non-RDF documents 32.

Focused crawler is based on vector space model and text correlation analysis and use term frequency- 
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). First it evaluates the word frequency in document and then measures 
how relevant a word is. Text relevancy analysis using TF-IDF and vector space model is used into the generic 
web crawler framework, which offers an inclusive set of techniques for fast and efficient crawling. TF-IDF 
doesn’t provide additional hints about importance of information 81.

Crawler named an enhanced form-focused crawler (E-EFC) is based on a two-step page classification 
strategy which can accurately crawl the pages in both specific domain and the relevant domains. Harvest rate 
is improved in E-FFC by utilizing features of the possible “good quality” links. A novel Domain-Specific Form 
Classifier is based on ontology technology. As a result, the harvest rate can be greatly improved 54. 
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 Keyword focused web crawler made use of content based keyword driven crawling with relevancy 
decision mechanism. Ontology concepts ensure the best path for improving crawler’s performance. Number of 
extracted web pages are reduced due to  best path choosen thus it takes less time for crawling as it downloads 
relevant web pages only. It does not take into account the relevance feedback. Parameter used is depth of 2, in 
deep web crawlers category, SmartCrawler in 107 works on depth of 3, to dig documents deeper 2.

 Competent Crawling Algorithm (CCA) for web search is used to enhance efficiency of information 
retrieval. Search technique used is breadth first search. Compared to existing crawling algorithms, CCA has 
several advantages to increase the time efficiency by dequeuing the visited URL’s from buffer before the crawler 
encounters it. The major advantages of the CCA are scalability and robustness. In CCA, dynamic hash tables are 
used for scalability and the system is reliable to crawler crashes. The complexity of the searching problem will 
overcome by CCA 88.

 SemCrawl framework crawl the ontologies and semantic web documents. SemCrawl framework is 
implemented as well as validated on diverse collection of web pages. The proposed framework produces more 
inferential results by focusing on crawling ontology annotated semantic web documents for harvesting the 
knowledge base 27. 

A prototype linked-based search system based on Imperialist Competitive Algorithm and folksonomy 
strategy handle different optimization tasks. Folksonomy attach tags or labels to each web page to suffice the 
practice and method of categorizing contents 83.

Distributed crawling system with browser integration is a high performance, browser content equivalent, 
web data retrieval system aimed to retrieve and prepare textual web content for ontology learning. This crawler 
is a high performance, browser content equivalent 48. 

SmartCrawler architecture in 107 consists of in-site exploring to find searchable forms from the web page. 
Link tree for balanced link prioritizing is used in first stage. Adaptive learning algorithm updates information 
collected during crawl. Site and link ranker both are adaptive learning based. SmartCrawler has shown wide 
coverage for deep web interfaces. Prequery/Postquery approaches can be combined to improve the efficiency 
of crawler.

Literature above discussed the problems in focused crawling that have been trounced in the past years. 
Focused crawling is the call of time to reduce the network bandwidth and to save time etc. On the basis of 
literature reviewed we have divided the crawlers into various classes. Further the focused crawlers are classified 
into various types.

3. TYPES OF CRAWLERS 

3.1. Forum Crawlers
Web forums are repositories of information. For web forums, the task of crawler is to download all the pages 7, 37. 
Web forum are popular for their open discussions. Content here is always user created and is stored in databases 
on receiving request from user. Response page is generated dynamically based on predefined template. The 
forum site is connected by very complex graph 15. Logical structure is always defined by the following rule:

website → forum list → (forum) thread list → (thread) posts 79.
A forum is a tree like structure. Forum is partitioned into classes for the interrelated discussions. The sub-

forums can even have their own sub-forums. Threads are at lowest level. Members start on their discussions or 
posts under threads. Forums are ordered into a fixed set of topics with one major topic, driven and updated by 
members, and govern by a group referred as moderators.
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3.1.1. Board Forum Crawling
This method of crawling web forum makes use of the ordered features of the web forum sites and replicate user 
actions of browsing web forums. This method commences crawling from the homepage, and so goes through 
every board of the site, all the post of the sites are crawled directly.  Most meaningful data is crawled by board 
forum crawling efficiently and simply. Duplication detection is required in this approach 37.

3.1.2. Structure Driven Crawling 
Structure-driven Crawler technique is used for learning regular expression patterns of URL’s that guide a crawler 
to a target page. Target pages are found by comparing data object model trees of pages with a sample target page 
that is preselected. This technique works for the site from which sample page is drawn. The same process has 
to be repeated for every new site encountered. It is not suitable for crawling on large scale because for every 
new site process has to be repeated. Structure of the forum consists of cross links between forums, topics and 
threads that makes it difficult to fetch only new pages that have not been visited in one of previous crawls 37.

3.2. Mobile Crawlers 
Mobility based crawlers crawl web pages with help of mobile agents. Crawlers are transferred to remote sites 
where they reside and filter out data and continuously study the web documents that are send to them. These 
crawlers reduce the load by compressing the document and transferring across the network 11. 
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3.3.	 Domain	Specific	Crawlers
These crawlers crawl the web pages based on a particular domain. Basically there are two types of domain 
specific crawlers: Topic specific crawlers and ontology based crawlers. iCrawler architecture in 55 is domain-
specific crawler based on an intelligent agent technique. iCrawler outperforms the existing domain specific deep 
web form-focused crawlers when compared in terms of coverage rate, harvest rate, and time performance.

3.4. Based on Distribution 
Load is distributed in order to drop off the bandwidth usage and boost coverage. Depending on load distribution, 
crawlers are of two types:

3.4.1. Parallel Crawlers 
Parallel Crawlers run on the same local network and trade data through a fast interconnection. 23 recommended 
a universal design of a parallel crawler consist of several crawling processes named as C-Proc. Each process 
performs the responsibilities of which a single process crawler performs. It downloads pages from the web, 
stores the pages locally, extracts URL’s from the downloaded pages and follows the links 49, 78.  In parallel 
crawling each processor has its own scheduler and bot 66. In 65 Bulk Synchronous Parallel crawler helps in 
reducing the overheads with threads synchronization. In 97 domain specific intelligent parallel crawler keeps 
particular queue, for the diverse domains like, .edu, .org, .ac, .com etc. Crawl workers receive URL’s for these 
queues. This leads to the load sharing by the parallel crawlers on the basis of specific domains. In 90 architecture 
of a parallel crawler is developed based on augmented hypertext documents. This architecture focuses on 
providing parallelization at document, mapper, and the crawl worker level.

3.4.2. Distributed Crawlers
Distributed crawlers run in geographically disperse localities joined through internet. Multiple crawlers crawl 
information concurrently on different networks 78. In order to crawl thousands of sites within a short time frame, 
and to allow complex content processing, it is necessary to distribute the crawling process on a cluster 41. For 
large search engine a single crawler is inadequate, search engine needs to fetch huge amount of data in very 
less time and without duplication 77. In order to avoid duplication of work, each event should be assigned to 
event executing crawler 69. In 109 a method for fully distributed web crawler on structured network is provided 
to achieve scalability and load balancing by dividing each node of system into crawling module and control 
module to download web pages and to manage the communication with other nodes. In 38 context based 
distributed focused crawler result in a list of more accurate web pages to achieve the user prerequisite intended 
for a particular subject of search. User gets his quick response from top layer as only local database is searched.

Writing a code for web crawler is easy but scaling the crawler is quite difficult task. Najork in 71 have 
specified three techniques of crawling where first is when whole web can be crawled from one data centre and 
pages can be replicated to other data centres to perform independent crawls at each data centre and thus serve 
different directory to diverse geographies. Second option is to   perform a single geographically-distributed 
crawl, where crawlers in a given data centre crawl web servers that are close-by, and then propagate the 
crawled pages to their peer data centres. The third is if existing designs for distributed crawlers would scale to 
a geographically distributed setting.

3.5. Deep Web Crawlers
The Deep Web is defined as the content hidden behind HTML forms. To retrieve hidden content, a user has to 
submit form with valid input values. Generic search engines are not able to find data stored to the deep Web. 
Crawlers can’t creep into information that requires keyword searches on a single specific web site 95. Deep web 
crawlers on comparison with traditional crawlers, have execution sequence that contains additional steps for 
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pages on which forms are detected 80. The technical barrier for search engines is to extract information from 
hidden resources. A crawler cannot interact with them like human beings can. For instance private web which is 
a kind of hidden web consists of personal unpublished information and most of webmasters do not want search 
engines to index their pages 95. One of the hidden web crawler architecture was proposed in 82. This design 
automatically process, analyze, and submit forms using an internal model of forms and form submissions. In 
deep World Wide Web crawling identifying which HTML forms are meant for querying is challenge. Deep web 
crawling is divided into three parts discovering, submitting the forms and extraction of information from results 
of submitted queries 70.

3.6. Incremental Crawlers
An incremental crawler updates its collection of index on an incremental basis after its target build up is finally 
reached based on an estimate. It refreshes the existing collection by new updates on a periodical basis. It helps 
to save network bandwidth 78.

3.7. Collaborative Crawlers 
A collaborative web crawling system employ more than one crawlers planned in a collaborative fashion for 
exploring web, generate, store summaries for the highest efficiency, load balancing and minimizing overhead. 
Coordination is achieved by partitioning the URL space in to sub-space. Each subspace is assigned to a processor, 
and processor build the abstract for URL’s assigned within sub-space 22.

3.8. Based on Coverage 

3.8.1. Focused Crawlers 
Aim of focused crawler is to obtain only a subset of web. It makes the route to find the links which are more 
likely to lead to relevant pages by analyzing the links it has visited already. Classic focused crawler follow 
predefined links while the learning focused crawler are based on the training set that is updated dynamically 
with new links added in crawl. These crawlers filter the links that are not relevant. Efficiency of search engine 
directly depends on focused crawlers. Topical crawlers support decentralizing the crawling process, which is a 
more scalable approach 67.

3.8.1.1. Classic Focused Crawlers 
The topic which classic focused crawlers search is user query. A criterion of high download of pages is based on 
links and their probability to prompt pages on query. The crawler continues recursively on the links contained in 
the downloaded pages. Similarity between topic and anchor text, query and text of page are used for computing 
download priorities. The advantage of focused crawler is less time spending, money and effort processing in 
terms of downloading only necessary web pages. 67 introduced the concept of topical crawling, where focused 
crawler term is coined in 19. Classical web crawlers use hyperlinks on the web pages for crawling while in case 
of focused crawlers only relevant pages are downloaded.

3.8.1.2. Priority Based Crawlers
Focused crawling based on priority of web pages has been introduced in 24. The web pages that belong   to 
URL are downloaded from web, if there is new URL present, and then corresponding pages are downloaded. 
Semantic score is calculated between topic of search and pages that were downloaded and this semantic score 
is added into priority queue. Each time maximum similarity score is selected for crawling, priority queue will 
return maximum score for URL. This is the benefit of employing priority queue over simple queue. 
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3.8.1.3. Semantic Crawlers

Semantic crawlers assign downloaded priorities to pages by exercising semantic similarity to calculate page 
and topic relevance by sharing conceptual terms. Ontology defines the conceptual similarity in involved 
terms 86. 

3.8.1.4. Learning Crawlers
As per name learning crawlers are based on a training process to lead the crawler and prioritize which web 
pages to visit first. Training set is used to train learning crawler and it consists of relevant and irrelevant web. A 
system designed in 59 has used hidden markov model for predicting the links can lead the crawler to the relevant 
pages.  Links with the higher priorities are extracted for relevant topic classification.

3.8.1.5. Form Focused Crawlers
Aim of Form Focused Crawler (FFC) is to efficiently locate forms on public indexbale web. FFC is built on 
three supervised classifiers named as page classifier, link classifier and form classifier. To guide search for 
page and link classifiers crawler use naïve bayes textual classifiers. Page classifier classify pages that fit in to a 
specific domain page classifier is used. Form classifier separates non query forms from query forms. FFC focus 
on page content and patterns within and around hyperlinks in path to a web page 8.

3.8.1.6. Context Based Focused Crawlers
52 Proposed a context model for focused web search and 45 has introduced a framework using combination of the 
link structure analysis and content similarity for focused crawler.

3.8.1.7. Focused Linked Data Crawlers
Both HTML and RDF documents are fetched by linked data crawler, while analyzing new extracted HTML 
links pointing to an HTML document that contains an RDF link or embedded linked data. The crawler then 
assigns higher priority to such links than other HTML links. This can help to harvest linked data published in 
both RDF and HTML documents and also improve discovery rate of RDF documents 26.

3.8.1.8. Bootstrap Crawlers
The new category called bootstrap focused crawler (BFC) is introduced in 98 which shows the importance of 
URL seed to frontier. Pseudo-relevance feedback is used to iteratively compile query. BFC collects seed pages, 
with meek overhead.

3.8.1.9. Ontology Based Crawlers
Ontology based research is divided into two parts. In first ontology in a particular area can be configured 
and it helps in assisting knowledge analysis. Second is to learn how to create and correspond in particular 
with ontology 21. Ontology value the importance of the notion of the user query. Ontology contains aspects, 
explanation and various features of the concept 17.

3.8.2. Unfocused Crawlers
Unfocused crawlers are not focused towards a specific topic. They collect the entire contents of the web in a 
centralized location. Pages are indexed in advance to be able to respond to any possible query.
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Figure 4: Distribution of various types of crawler

Figure 5: Expected properties from the crawlers
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4. DISCUSSION
Distributed crawlers are the need of today’s era due to growth of internet data and users.  Distribution can 
be performed by assigning crawler nodes to specific sets of hosts which helps to drop the bandwidth. Figure 
3 shows the year wise growth of studies in focused crawling. Figure 4 shows considerable contribution of 
distributed web crawlers. Figure 5 shows expected properties from crawlers in which much of the work is done 
on enhancing the efficiency and performance and harvest rate of the crawler

5. CONCLUSION
Size of web is ever-increasing, parallelizing the crawling process is essential for downloading the web pages 
in an amount of time as less as possible. For large scale search engines a single crawling process will not be 
sufficient. Large scale search engines search huge amounts of data rapidly even if multi threading is used. Data 
fetched by single centralized crawler go by a single physical link. If crawling process is distributed in several 
processes it can facilitate to build scalable system. 
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